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1. Introduction

The strains experienced by a ligament impact its potential for injury (Woo et al., 1991). Accurate characterization of anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) injuries, accurate site- and bundle-specific strain measurements are critical. The purpose of this study was to quantify tensile load-induced migrations of radio-opaque markers injected directly into the ACL, as a first step in validating a roentgen stereophotogrammetric analysis-based method for measuring ligament strain. Small markers were inserted into the femur and tibia, as well as injected into the antero-medial bundle of the ACL of eight (42–56 yrs) femur–ACL–tibia complexes (FATCs). The FATCs were then loaded under tension along the ligament’s longitudinal axis by a material testing machine from 10 N to 50 N, 100 N, 125 N, and 150 N, each over 10 load–unload cycles. Complexes were imaged before the loading protocol, between each loading sequence, and after the protocol via biplane radiography. Marker migrations within the ACL tissue were quantified as the difference in their 3D positions between the pre- and each post-loading condition. Negligible migration was evident, with the lowest average root mean square values observed along the longitudinal axis of the ACL, ranging from 0.128 to 0.219 mm. Further, neither marker location nor load magnitude significantly affected migration values. This innovative method, therefore, presents as a plausible means to measure global and regional ACL strains, as small as 0.75% strain. In particular, it may provide important new insights in ACL strain behaviors during complex 3D knee load states associated with ligament injury.

2. Methods

The femur–ACL–tibia complex (FATC) of 8 unpaired cadaveric knees (4 males; 4 females; 42–56 years; 25.2–31.4 mm ACL length) were prepared by cutting the femur and tibia parallel to the longitudinal axis of the ACL, as described by Chandrashekar et al. (2006). Each bone plug was then potted in polymethylmethacrylate, with four steel markers (1.98 mm diameter) implanted on their medial/lateral facets (Fig. 1A). Two markers approximated a line parallel to the ACL longitudinal axis when the complex was extended.

More robust methods that can comprehensively characterize ACL strain responses thus appear imperative. Roentgen stereophotogrammetric analysis (RSA) methods have been validated to quantify site-specific tibialis tendon allograft length changes under clinical loads. Such changes are quantified by tracking radio-opaque markers injected into the tendon, which demonstrate minimal migration within the tissue over extensive loading cycles (Smith et al., 2005). This innovative approach has not been considered for ACL strain measures. As a critical first step in validating RSA for this purpose, we aimed to quantify migration magnitudes of radio-opaque markers injected directly into the ACL in response to uniaxial tensile loads.
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Once prepared, the FATC was mounted in a material testing machine (8501M, Instron, Norwood, MA, USA) (Fig. 1B), loaded under tension to 10 N, and preconditioned from 10 N to 50 N over 10 load–unload cycles at 0.25 Hz. It was then cyclically loaded (10 cycles) from 10 N to 100 N. The FATC was removed from the machine and five to six brass markers (0.79 mm diameter) were injected into the ACL's antero-medial bundle (AMB) at 5 mm intervals along its length via an 18-gage needle and at a depth of 3 mm controlled for by constant needle insertion depth. Subsequently, the fully extended complex was fixed within a custom-built stabilization device, which afforded accurate repositioning with the ACL under a small tension load (E3–4 N), and imaged with a biplane radiography system (Fig. 1C). With the exception of new image intensifiers (TH 9447 QX H404 L, Thales Electron Devices, Cedex, France), this system has been described (Bey et al., 2008). Each imaging sequence comprised three 0.3 s trials collected at 120 Hz. Following initial imaging, the complex was re-mounted in the material testing machine, loaded under tension to 50 N at 0.25 Hz over 10 load–unload cycles, removed, fixed within the stabilization device, and re-imaged. This loading–imaging sequence was repeated for 100 N, 125 N, 150 N, and an additional 50 N load(s). Load sequences were approximately 8–10 min apart to offset potential ligament creep effects. FATCs were kept hydrated with phosphate buffered solution throughout the experiment.

Using RSA, three-dimensional (3D) coordinates of each marker were determined from their two-dimensional position in each x-ray image with custom software (Tashman and Anderst, 2003). They were averaged across 10 frames for each trial, and then over the three trials comprising each imaging sequence. A custom Matlab program then transformed the 3D global coordinates of each AMB marker to a local femoral coordinate system via standard rotational and linear transformations. This local coordinate system was defined by the bone embedded markers, whose x-, y-, and z-axes approximated the medio–lateral, antero–posterior, and longitudinal axes of the ACL, respectively. Marker migrations in response to each load sequence were quantified along each femoral axis with respect to their initial (preload) positions.

Friedman tests examined whether marker migration along the AMB longitudinal axis systematically increased with additional loading. Additional Friedman tests determined whether migration magnitudes were sensitive to marker insertion location. Specifically, absolute (longitudinal axis) migrations were compared across markers located (1) nearest the femoral AMB insertion, (2) nearest the tibial AMB insertion, and (3) nearest the AMB mid-substance (middle marker or average of middle two markers). For reporting and graphical purposes, root mean square (RMS) values were computed, representing average ACL marker migration across all markers, and averaged across all specimens.

The FATC repositioning precision within the stabilizing device following each load sequence was calculated as the difference in locally (device) defined 3D femoral marker positions compared to the original (preload) state. RMS values, representing average differences across all markers, were calculated and averaged across all load sequences and specimens. In addition, the biplane radiography system's precision was estimated from differences in 3D marker coordinates between trials of each imaging sequence, during which positions were constant.

Fig. 1. (A) Location of 1.98 mm steel markers embedded within the femoral and tibial bone plugs; (B) FATC potted and mounted in the material testing machine and (C) FATC secured in the custom-built stabilization device located within the field of view of the biplane radiography system.

Fig. 2. Mean (±SD) RMS differences in injected AMB marker positions relative to baseline (pre-loaded). RMS values are reported along each local femoral coordinate axis. ML—axis parallel to the AMB medio–lateral axis; AP—axis parallel to the AMB antero–posterior axis; Axial—axis parallel to the AMB longitudinal axis.
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Stiffness data obtained from the two (pre- and post-marker injection) 100 N load sequences were compared to determine whether ligament structural properties were compromised via the injection method. Force data of the last eight cycles of each load sequence were filtered using a 4th order low-pass Butterworth filter (cut-off frequency of 3 Hz) and averaged. The linear slopes of the force-displacement curves were subsequently determined and compared using a paired Wilcoxon signed-rank test. For all statistical analyses, an alpha of 0.05 denoted significance.

3. Results

Markers within the AMB demonstrated negligible migration following each loading condition (Fig. 2). Average RMS migration values were largest medio-laterally (range: 0.218–0.302 mm), and smallest longitudinally (range: 0.128–0.219 mm). Load-induced changes in individual marker positions are presented for a sample specimen (Fig. 3). Changes along the ACL longitudinal axis did not increase as load sequences progressed ($p = 0.258–0.861$ for markers 1–6). Mean marker migrations were also not significantly different when compared across the three AMB regions (Table 1; $p = 0.197–0.882$ for all load sequences (50–150 N)).

The FATCs were repositioned in the stabilization device with mean precision of $0.102 \pm 0.081$ mm, $0.158 \pm 0.112$ mm, and $0.197 \pm 0.135$ mm along its width, height, and length, respectively. The precision of our radiography system was $0.026 \pm 0.015$ mm and $0.020 \pm 0.010$ mm for the 0.79 mm and 1.98 mm markers, respectively. Furthermore, ACL stiffness was not significantly different with or without markers in the ligament (Table 2; $p = 0.327$).

4. Discussion

This study provides support for quantifying ACL strains via (RSA) tracking of radio-opaque markers injected into the ligament. Negligible marker migration within the tissue was evident, particularly longitudinally, when cyclically loaded. Migration magnitudes were not sensitive to insertion location along the ligament’s length. Accurate quantification of global and/or regional ACL strains via this method thus seems plausible. This RSA-based assessment method appears well suited to compare global ACL strains across various scenarios that load the ligament. Strains of 3.6% and 5.47%, for example, have been

![Fig. 3. Individual marker migrations relative to baseline (pre-loaded) following each loading sequence for a sample specimen. Marker numbers are in ascending order from femoral to tibial insertion sites. IP: initial position. *Loads below the imaging sequences indicate the load applied to the femur–ACL–tibia complex over 10 cycles prior to that sequence of marker imaging.](image-url)
FATCs experienced negligible changes in stiffness (Table 2). It is able ACL stiffness data suggests otherwise. All but one of the cally complex than a DVRT. Second, inserting markers directly biplane radiography, which is more expensive and methodologi- out drawbacks. First, it requires an imaging system, such as one subgroup affected by marker injection. Third, in vivo application reported during squatting and dynamic deceleration tasks, respectively (Beynnon and Fleming, 1998; Cerulli et al., 2003). Elongations measured within an accuracy of 0.219 mm (largest mean marker migration), therefore, will successfully distinguish between length increases that occur during such tasks (≈ 0.9–1.1 mm vs. ≈ 1.4–1.7 mm elongations) based on the length of the ACLs included herein. This technique can also successfully detect smaller strains, as small as 0.75%, and thus distinguish between a relatively large range of elongations.

Outcomes also suggest the method may successfully delineate regional ACL strain behaviors. This step seems critical to elucidating ACL injury mechanisms considering the complex 3D joint loads associated with injury likely precipitate an equally complex ligament strain response. The need to avoid contact with sur- rounding joint structures currently restricts DVRT placement to the distal third of the AMB. By inserting markers directly into the tissue, our method not only affords synchronous strain measures across multiple ligament sites and/or bundles, but also enables joint anatomical effects on these strains to be considered. The method’s utility may be compromised, however, if explicit ligament regions demonstrate negligible strain (i.e., within method’s uncertainty of ± 0.75% strain).

An RSA-based ACL strain measurement technique is not without drawbacks. First, it requires an imaging system, such as biplane radiography, which is more expensive and methodologi- cally complex than a DVRT. Second, inserting markers directly into ACL may compromise tissue integrity, although our compar- able ACL stiffness data suggests otherwise. All but one of the FATCs experienced negligible changes in stiffness (Table 2). It is unclear, however, whether specimen 3 is an outlier or represents a subgroup affected by marker injection. Third, in vivo application may be limited given the associated radiation levels and limited ability to remove ligament markers post-examination. If valid in vivo techniques can be developed (Smith et al., 2010), however, then complex long-term ACL strain assessments may be possible.

Study outcomes should be considered in light of several limitations. Marker migration was quantified in response to uniaxial tensile loading only although the ACL most likely under- goes shear loading as well. Also, it was not possible to establish whether marker migrations were due to (1) the markers moving relative to the collagen fibrils or (2) actual load-induced fibril movement. We assumed it was the former, worst-case scenario, and thus calculated a conservative estimate of this technique’s accuracy. If marker migration did arise via the latter, we under- estimated therefore this technique’s accuracy. Furthermore, since we could not image the FATC while mounted in the material testing machine, inconsistent FATC repositioning may have con- founded migration measurements. Data strongly suggest, how- ever, that FATCs were positioned with high accuracy.
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